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Abstract. In this paper we present a novel approach for the analysis
of microtubules in wide-field fluorescence microscopy. Microtubules are
flexible elongated structures and part of the cytoskeleton, a cytoplasmic
scaffolding responsible for cell stability and motility. The method allows
for precise measurements of microtubule length and orientation under
different conditions despite a high variability of image data and in the
presence of artefacts. Application of the proposed method to demon-
strate the effect of the protein GAR22 on the rate of polymerisation of
microtubules illustrates the potential of our approach.

1 Introduction

The movement of cells is essential for several biological processes and it can
be altered in pathological conditions such as cancer. It depends on a complex
and dynamic cytoplasmic scaffolding called the cytoskeleton, which is composed
of three major types of filaments: actin filaments, intermediate filaments and
microtubules (MTs). The dynamics of these filament types is regulated by co-
ordinated cycles of assembly and disassembly characterised by the addition or
removal of monomeric subunits, respectively.

Many studies have demonstrated that the regulation of actin polymerisation
plays a major role in cell motility (see, for instance, [1], [2]). However, early
experiments with MT-depolymerising drugs such as nocodazole have shown that
the disruption of MTs impairs cell motility [3]. This suggests that actin dynamics
per se is not sufficient to support directional cell motility but requires functional
coordination with MT dynamics.

The mechanisms by which the actin and MT cytoskeleton influence each
other are not completely understood. It has been shown that MTs can affect the
adhesive properties of motile cells by inducing the disassembly of focal adhesions
[4], [5], discrete subcellular structures that mediate the attachment of the cells’
ventral side to the substrate. Other mechanisms involve the physical interaction
between actin filaments and MTs. Proteins of the plakin family, in particular
MACF1 (MT actin cross-linking factor 1 also known as ACF7), seem to play
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a major role in this process as suggested by the fact that cells lacking MACF1
have unstable MTs and display deficient motility [6]. Another protein that is
capable of actin-MT cross-linking activity is GAR22 (Gas2-related protein on
chromosome 22 [7]), whose functions are still unknown.

Many questions concerning the mechanisms that govern the regulation be-
tween actin and MT cytoskeleton remain to be answered. For instance, how do
they regulate directional cell motility? And, how do they regulate MT dynamics?
One possible experimental approach for answering these questions involves the
quantification of specific static and dynamic features of actin and MT cytoskele-
tons under different physiological conditions. Current approaches for studying
the cytoskeleton function are based on microscopic techniques (immunofluores-
cence, etc.) that mostly provide only qualitative and semi-quantitative analyses
with few methods tailored towards accurate measurements (e.g. [8], [9]). Semi-
automated approaches, however, do not provide entirely objective and repro-
ducible measurements. To the best of our knowledge, only one quantitative and
fully automated approach for the analysis of cytoskeletal filaments has been de-
veloped so far [10] (slightly modified and extended in [11]). In this approach, the
segmentation of cytoskeletal filaments is based on a rotated matched filtering
approach using a rod kernel of one-pixel width thereby not accounting for the
width of the sought structure.

Therefore it was our goal to develop a more accurate and sophisticated
method for the segmentation of cytoskeletal filaments allowing a highly precise
analysis. For the segmentation of line-like structures at the supracellular level,
numerous approaches have been proposed, tailored towards applications such
as vessel or neurite segmentation. Widely used are the Hessian-based vesselness
filters. See e.g. [12] for a comparison. Due to the varying width of vessels, filter
responses at different scales are typically combined to form a final estimate. In
contrast, the problem of MT segmentation can be confined to the problem of
ridge detection at a single scale as their width does not vary. Furthermore, it
is crucial for our work to not only segment the MTs but also to measure their
orientation as the analysis of directed cell motion is one future goal. Therefore,
the core of our approach relies on a steerable ridge detector [13] designed from
an optimality criterion. This enables us to simultaneously compute segmenta-
tion and orientation estimation and to benefit from the advantages of steerable
filters [14] over rotated matched filtering. Furthermore, the used steerable ridge
detector is shown [13] to have a better orientation selectivity than a popular
Hessian-based ridge detector [15].

Our approach will thus allow the accurate quantification of parameters such
as MT length and orientation during their re-assembly under various conditions.
Hence it establishes the basis for the development of a quantitative analysis
of MT dynamics paving the way to better defining the molecular mechanisms
that regulate the interplay between actin and MT cytoskeletons and, as a con-
sequence, cell motility.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. The experimental setup
and image acquisition process are described in section 2. Section 3 explains the
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image preprocessing applied to enhance the images. The segmentation algorithm
is detailed in section 4. The results are illustrated in section 5. Section 6 provides
closing remarks and presents prospects for the future.

2 Experimental procedure and image acquisition

Fig. 1. High variability of image data: Strong background fluorescence (left), artefacts
appearing as speckles/dots in the image (middle) and high dynamic range of fluores-
cence intensity exhibited by microtubules (right).

To quantify the re-polymerisation of MTs, we acquired images of cells without
MTs, and cells in which MT re-polymerization was allowed for 5, 10 and 30
minutes. We acquired such data for cells overexpressing the GAR22 protein as
well as for wild type (control) cells. The procedure is detailed in the following for
the interested reader but is not crucial for the understanding of our approach.

Briefly, MTs were depolymerised by treatment with nocodazole for 2 h at
37◦C. To induce the re-polymerisation of MTs, cells were washed twice in cell
medium and incubated at 37◦C for 0, 5, 10 or 30 min. At the end of each incuba-
tion time, cells were washed twice with pre-warmed (37◦C) MT-stabilising buffer
(MSB) and then extracted using MSB containing 0:5% Triton X-100 for 3 min
at 37◦C. Fixation was done using ice-cold methanol (−20◦C) for 4 min followed
by re-hydration with Tris-buffered saline (TBS, a common buffer used in cell
biology) containing 0:1% Triton X-100 (3 times/4 min each). Immunofluores-
cence labelling of the MTs was done according to standard procedures [16], [17]
using the anti-tubulin antibody YL1/2 and an Alexa 594-conjugated secondary
antibody.

Image acquisition was done using an Axiovert 200 microscope (Carl Zeiss,
Germany) equipped with a Plan-Apochromat 100x/1.30 NA oil immersion ob-
jective equipped with 2.5x optovar optics. The Alexa 594 fluorophore was illu-
minated with a 100W HBO mercury lamp using the XF102-2 (Omega Optical)
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filter set. The excitation time was 500ms. Images were recorded with a cooled,
back-illuminated CCD camera (Cascade 512B, Photometrics, USA) with a chip
of 512x512 pixels (pixel size: 16µm). Image resolution as measured with a mi-
crometre scale was 15.56pixel/µm. Greyscale images were acquired as 16-bit,
unsigned digital files and cropped to regions containing only a single cell.

3 Image enhancement

Fig. 2. Original image with strong background fluorescence (left) and result of Top-hat
filtering and subsequent linear rescaling (right).

Due to the morphological and functional heterogeneity of the cells, the ac-
quired images inevitably exhibit a high variability with respect to background
fluorescence, amount of artefacts and fluorescence intensity of the MTs as illus-
trated in figure 1.

To cope with the background fluorescence, i.e. to extract the light filaments
on a dark slowly changing background, we apply a Top-hat filter. As this filtering
operation is not intensity-preserving we apply a linear rescaling to the image
afterwards (Fig. 2).

The extremely high dynamic range of the MTs’ fluorescence intensity poses
a special challenge for the automated analysis of these images: The range of
fluorescence intensity values may cover over 90% of the total dynamic range of
the image and there may be significant overlap with the dynamic range of the
background. More precisely, in proximity of the MT organizing centres (where
the MTs polymerisation is nucleated/initiated), the fluorescence intensity is very
high whereas in other areas of the cell the MTs are dark as well as quite dense
depending on the amount of re-polymerisation and they exhibit low contrast.
In the image’s grey value histogram, the low contrast MTs form a peak. Due
to the fact that the sparsest areas in the histogram correspond to light grey
values, a histogram equalization leads to a brightening of these dark and dense
MTs and therefore to an enhancement of their contrast (Fig. 3). This enables
the segmentation of the MTs despite their highly varying fluorescence intensity.
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Fig. 3. Original image with high dynamic range of microtubule fluorescence intensity
(left) and result of histogram equalization after Top-hat filtering (right).

4 Segmentation

To segment the MTs we follow the well-known methodology of Canny’s edge
detection algorithm [18] consisting of feature enhancement, thinning and thresh-
olding. The sought feature f(x) in our case is a ridge feature due to the line-like
characteristics of filaments. The three steps are detailed in the following.

4.1 Ridge enhancement

Our task is to design an optimal filter hopt(x) that finds the sought ridge feature
f(x) in our image I(x). The optimality criterion is the maximization of signal-
to-noise ratio. More generally, we seek to design a filter to find a sought signal
in a measured signal. We assume that the measured signal I(x) is composed of
the sought signal f(x) and additive white Gaussian noise η(x):

I(x) = f(x) + η(x). (1)

The optimal linear filter then is a matched filter [19] given by hopt(x) = f(−x).
Filtering the image with this filter is thus equivalent to calculating the cross-
correlation between sought feature and image: The result is a feature strength
image (Fig. 4 left).

The sought filaments however represent arbitrarily oriented ridges. A simple
way to detect these would consist in designing rotated versions of the above filter
(rotated matched filtering). Each point is then assigned the orientation angle for
which the cross-correlation between rotated filter and signal becomes maximal.
It is clear that in order to achieve a good orientation selectivity and an accurate
estimation of ridge strength and orientation, we need a large number of rotated
filters (as many as there are quantization levels of the orientation angle), which
makes the filtering procedure very inefficient.

Steerable filtering first introduced by Freeman in [14] is an elegant way to
avoid these difficulties: When choosing the detector within the class of steer-
able filters, the rotated filter hopt(Rθx) := h(Rθx) can be expressed as linear
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combination of a small number of basis filters hi(x) weighted with bi(θ):

h(Rθx) =

M∑
i=1

bi(θ)hi(x) (2)

where Rθ is the rotation matrix Rθ =

[
cos(θ) sin(θ)
− sin(θ) cos(θ)

]
. As convolution is a

linear operation, the convolution of the image I(x) with a rotated filter h(Rθx)
can then be expressed as:

h(Rθx) ∗ I(x) =

M∑
i=1

bi(θ)si(x), (3)

with si(x) = hi(x) ∗ I(x) being the convolution of basis filter hi(x) with the
image. This enables us to analytically determine the filter output as a function
of orientation. Maximizing this expression with respect to the orientation angle
yields an estimation of the feature orientation (fig. 4 (middle)) which is not
restricted anymore to a discrete set of considered orientations and thus becomes
more accurate.

Fig. 4. Steerable filtering applied to enhanced MT image: Ridge strength image (left),
orientation image (middle), thinned ridge strength image (right).

The ridge enhancement step of our method relies on a steerable ridge detec-
tor proposed by Jacob and Unser [13]. The detector is designed from derivatives
of Gaussians such that the resulting filter is separable and they show that the
computation of the optimal orientation angle can be solved analytically. Fur-
thermore, in addition to the optimization of signal-to-noise ratio known from
matched filtering, two more terms are introduced to design an optimal detec-
tor in the style of Canny: First, the localization of the feature is enhanced by
maximizing the second derivative of the filter response orthogonal to the fea-
ture boundary. Second, false oscillations orthogonal as well as along the feature
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boundary are minimized by means of a thin-plate-like regularization that en-
forces the filter response to be smooth.

4.2 Thinning and thresholding

In the resulting ridge strength image, the location of the filaments now has to be
determined. This thinning step is realized by nonmaximum suppression as pro-
posed by [18] such that the thinned ridge strength image contains only one-pixel
wide ridges (fig. 4 right). To decide which ridge corresponds to a filament and
which one is caused by noise, a thresholding on the ridge strength is necessary.
To obtain connected ridges we apply hysteresis thresholding [18]. The lower and
upper threshold values are calculated by means of a constant offset from the
Otsu threshold [20] maximizing the inter-class variance in order to achieve an
optimal classification into fore- and background despite the strong variability of
the images.

5 Results

Fig. 5. Overview of the segmentation results for both cell types at each point in time
measured (Numbers indicate time in minutes.). Red ridges indicate detected MT loca-
tions. Scale bar represents 5µm.

We have applied the proposed method to the image data acquired as de-
scribed in section 2 to measure the speed of re-polymerisation for cells over-
expressing the GAR22 protein in comparison to control cells. For each point
in time we have measured between 13 and 20 cells. The segmentation quality
has been visually assessed by experts from cell biology. An overview of the seg-
mentation results for both cell types at each point in time is given in figure 5.
Examples of the segmentation results are shown in figures 6 - 8. The importance
of the contrast enhancing preprocessing for precise ridge detection is exemplarily
illustrated in figure 7.

Based on the segmentations we have calculated the mean total MT length
in pixels for both cell types for each point in time. The results shown in table
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Fig. 6. Example of segmentation result in the presence of strong background fluores-
cence: Original image (left) and segmentation result (right).

Fig. 7. Example of segmentation result in the case of highly variable MT fluorescence
intensity: Original image (left) and segmentation result (middle). The results are shown
in detail for the region within the white box in figure 8. The poor segmentation result
(right) illustrates the failure of the segmentation step in case the contrast enhancing
preprocessing is lacking.

Fig. 8. White box region of segmentation result shown in figure 7. Top: Original image.
Middle: Enhanced image. Bottom: Segmentation result.
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9 clearly demonstrate that the control cells’ MTs re-polymerize significantly
faster than the MTs of cells overexpressing GAR22 suggesting a relationship
between GAR22 and the regulation of MT dynamics. Note that the high standard
deviation arises from the high diversity of the cells analyzed and thus should not
be interpreted as error measure.

Fig. 9. Mean total length of MTs in pixels for control cells (left) in comparison with
cells overexpressing GAR22 (right) measured at different points of time. The com-
parison shows that re-polymerisation of MTs is slowed down in cells overexpressing
GAR22.

6 Summary and Discussion

In this study, we have developed a method for the segmentation of cytoskele-
tal filaments in wide-field fluorescence microscopic images based on a contrast
enhancing preprocessing and a steerable ridge detector designed from an op-
timality criterion. Application of the method to image data containing MTs
demonstrates its ability to reliably segment MTs despite a high variability of
the image data. By applying this novel approach we could precisely analyse MT
re-polymerisation under various conditions. Moreover, our data suggest a role
for GAR22 in the regulation of MT dynamics. Problems are encountered at lo-
cations with crossing MTs as these represent multiply oriented features [21], [22]
the ridge detector is not designed for. Future developments will be aimed at
the correct segmentation of crossing MTs. Furthermore, we envisage that the
simultaneous computation of filament orientation and ridge strength will allow
the precise tracking of MTs in live cells during directional cell motility.
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